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Abstract
The human brain is a complex organ containing about 100 billion neurons,
connecting to each other by as many as 1000 trillion synaptic connections.
In neuroscience and computer science, spiking neural network models are a
conventional model that allow us to simulate particular regions of the brain.
In this thesis we look at these spiking neural networks, and how we can
benefit future works and develop new models.
We have two main focuses, our first focus is on the development of a modular
framework for devising new models and unifying terminology, when describing artificial spiking neural networks. We investigate models and algorithms
proposed in the literature and offer insight on designing spiking neural networks. We propose the Spiking State Machine as a standard experimental
framework, which is a subset of Liquid State Machines. The design of the
Spiking State Machine is to focus on the modularity of the liquid component in respect to spiking neural networks. We also develop an ontology for
describing the liquid component to distinctly differentiate the terminology
describing our simulated spiking neural networks from its anatomical counterpart. We then evaluate the framework looking for consequences of the
design and restrictions of the modular liquid component. For this, we use
nonlinear problems which have no biological relevance; that is an issue that is
irrelevant for the brain to solve, as it is not likely to encounter it in real world
circumstances. Our results show that a Spiking State Machine could be used
to solve our simple nonlinear problems which only needed small networks. For
more complex problems the liquid required a substantial growth in order to
find a solution. Growing the network may be unfeasible for more challenging
problems compared to manually constructed networks, which may provide
better clarification of the situation and the mechanics involved.

Our second focus is the modelling of spontaneous neurotransmission in the
brain, for which we propose a novel model called the imperfect synaptic
model. Imperfect synapses allow for communication without spiking, by potential differences in the membrane potentials of neurons. We evaluated this
method against the standard synapse model on the classical control system
problem of balancing a pole on a cart. We found that networks with imperfect synapses responded quicker to external actions. Otherwise, there was
no significant difference to networks of standard synapses. We discovered
that by doping a network with imperfect synapses, the network learnt to
balance the cart-pole system in half the time compared to networks with
standard synapses and networks with only imperfect synapses. We suspect
that doping imperfect synapses increase the separation potential of the network, by allowing some neurons to inhibit or excite other neurons without
action potentials. This decreases the chance of repeated structures occurring
within the network. Our proposed method does not cover all mechanisms of
neurotransmission, and in general, neurons will require at least some prior
stimulation. Computationally, the imperfect synaptic model requires more
computation per propagation cycle.
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Chapter I
Introduction

The human brain is one of the most important and complex organs but the
least understood tissue in our body, due to limitations that include being
unable to study the brain in a living organism (in-vivo) [105]. The cerebral
cortex is estimated to contain 15 billion to 35 billion neurons alone [79], where
communication between neurons has been observed to consist via chemical
or electrical signals transmitted by synapsing onto each other. We have
used our understanding of the structure of the brain to develop artificial
neural networks for machine learning tasks, which help further investigate
the functionality of the brain and develop novel techniques and mechanisms
based on imperfectness of synaptic connections.
The scientific community has seen recent advances in the creation of artificial
brain tissue. We see in [61] that brain cells that have been grown artificially
outside a living organism (in-vitro) form in discrete and interdependent brain
regions which recapitulate features of the human cortical development. Furthermore, induced injury on bio-engineered brain tissue has shown to react
with biochemical and electrophysiological outcomes that mimic observations
in-vivo [105]. These advances allow us to better understand the development,
disease, and injury of the brain. One can imagine that continued development of in-vitro brain tissue will result in artificial tissues that will be perfect
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candidates for experimentation into brain-computer interfaces.
Artificial neural networks (simulations) in computer science have seen three
major evolutions over the course of their academical lifetime. In 1943 a computational model called the threshold logical unit for artificial neural networks
was discovered based on mathematics. 1975 saw the discovery of the backpropagation algorithm, which allows for quickly training multi-layer artificial
neural networks based on the propagation of error throughout a network to
update connecting synaptic weights. Back-propagation allowed the artificial
networks to solve nonlinear classification problems such as the exclusive or
problem. In 2009 and later recurrent neural networks and deep feed-forward
neural networks were developed leading to powerful pattern recognition algorithms with wide domains of application. All these advances have a strong
mathematical background but bare no resemblance to the neurons found in
the human brain.
Spiking neural networks are considered as part of the third generation of artificial neural network models. These spiking neural networks are an artificial
neural network model focused on realism and replication of neurobiological
models found in the brain. This specific type of network sees the overlap of
the neuroscience and the computer science fields, and there have been both
software and hardware implementations. Due to their nature, spiking neural
networks are directly analogous to bio-engineered brain matter, and therefore are useful for analysing how we could supposedly use these systems in
preparation for future research on brain-computer interfaces.
One can imagine that one-day hardware may contain a chip with a bioengineered brain to perform some computation and decision making. Initially, these chips would likely be used in time critical systems for pattern
recognition problems, unless we find a better tool than our brain at pattern
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recognition.
In this thesis, we propose a standard modular framework for analysing future
bio-engineered neural networks, which would allow us to solve problems and
devise new models of possible real-world features that might affect these
future biological networks. We then apply this framework and propose a
synaptic model that allows for imperfectness of connections between neurons,
and through control problems, study its features and effects on solutions to
temporal problems.

1.1

The Problem(s)

Artificial neural networks are a classification and regression algorithm in
machine learning. The Spiking neural network variant focuses on realism
and replicated neurobiological models found in brain tissue; these networks
also offer native temporal functionality.
Normally, spiking neural network research focuses on optimisation based on
mathematics, and only concentrates on information transferal via spike timing. These networks tend to use probabilistic models of connection and not
biologically relevant layered approaches borrowed from feed-forward neural
networks. This technique leads to models that do not include significant real
world concerns, which is problematic if applied to real world situations and
would be particularly relevant if we intend to use artificial brain tissue as
part of physical hardware systems in future.
There is a need for:
i) A standardised modular framework for devising and comparing models.
ii) An understanding of what imperfect connections between neurons im-
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plies and its usefulness.
Such that we can compare results with future physical networks and improve
their use for problem-solving.

1.2

Research Objectives

The primary goal of this research is to investigate models inspired by biological brain tissue for spiking neural networks and provide observational
evidence of the usefulness in problem solving. To do this, we need some
framework so that we can systematically evaluate these models while allowing for ease of future reproduction. We also desire that our proposed
solutions be simple but modular. We determine simplicity by the ability to
apply problems to an agent without designing or iterating on the structure
of the spiking neural network, while modularity in the framework should be
such that application to future physical models is feasible and facilitates the
discovery of new models. We will be focusing on a Standard Modular Framework and a biologically inspired synapse model called Imperfect Synapses,
these are defined as follows.

1.2.1

Standard Modular Framework

We define this standard modular framework as a structure that exists in the
experimental design that unifies the description of the interplay between the
models contained in the spiking neural networks and the problem space.
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1.2.2

Imperfect Synaptic Model

Imperfect synapses are synaptic connections that allow for communication
via potential differences between neurons as well as current induced by action
potentials.

1.3

Contribution

This thesis has three primary contributions:
• A Spiking State Machine as a standardised modular framework.
• The Imperfect Synaptic Model and observations from solutions to control problems.
• A technique called doping for spiking neural networks.
We analyse the Spiking State Machine as a standard modular framework for
spiking neural network development, by applying it to nonlinear and nontemporal problems. We did this to determine the classes of problems to which
it can be applied and to determine the consequences of its design. This allows us to address the sub-goal of simplicity, where a network does not need
to be explicitly designed. The imperfect synaptic model offers new network
dynamics. Doping is the technique of adding impurities to a network by
replacing some synapses with imperfect synapses. We present empirical observations that doping a network with the imperfect synaptic model improves
upon other network configurations by offering faster learning of the cart-pole
problem.
This thesis provides a secondary contribution of a Spiking Neural Network
Ontology which grew from our design process and the requirements of our
framework. The ontology expands upon ways of describing communication
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and relationships between neurons, and makes a clear separation between terminology describing biological and artificial networks while outlining a practical implementation strategy. This ontology also allows for the description
of the communication mechanisms of imperfect synapses in spiking neural
networks.

1.4

Thesis Outline

Chapter 2, lays out fundamental concepts and models used throughout this
thesis. This chapter covers biological neurons and their descriptions, artificial neural networks and machine learning concepts, and spiking neural
networks.
Chapter 3, describes the design, implementation and lessons learned in our
preliminary investigation of the field. We propose a standard modular framework called the Spiking State Machine. We also offer an ontology of spiking
neural networks making a clear separation between simulation and its biological counterpart.
Chapter 4, covers the experiments of nonlinear and nontemporal problems
with the Spiking State Machines, addressing the simplicity sub-goal and
observations for their use in the context of the standard modular framework.
Chapter 5, covers the Imperfect Synaptic Model and its inspirations, and
application to the cart-pole problem. We also address the advantages and
weaknesses we discovered.
Chapter 6, we offer a summary of the works within this thesis and propose
some future directions.
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Chapter II
Background

In this chapter, we cover fundamental concepts and literature associated with
our research. The main topics are biological neurons and their descriptions,
artificial neural networks and machine learning concepts, and spiking neural
networks.

2.1

Biological Neuron Systems

A typical biological neuron has three distinct parts:
Dendrites These act as an input source into the neuron, collecting signals
from other neurons.
Axon These are the output sink, which facilitates the transmission of the
neurons response to other neurons.
Soma The central unit of the neuron which uses the collected signals from
the dendrites and determines if some threshold is met to deliver a signal
to the axon.
Synapses connect neurons allowing for the transfer of electrical signals by
chemical release or direct ionic currents. An axon can synapse onto a dendrite of another neuron, another axon or axon terminal, the soma of another
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Figure 2.1: The structure of a multipolar neuron, showing the dendrites,
soma, axon, and synapse terminals.

neuron, into the bloodstream, cells or cellular fluid.

Let us consider the communication of two neurons. We refer to the neuron
which is transmitting a signal as the pre-synaptic neuron, and the receiver
as the post-synaptic neuron. The communication of these neurons consists
of short electrical pulses or commonly understood as spikes or action potentials. A neuron can ignore this communication if it is within a refractory
period caused by recent stimulation. Spikes are considered not to carry any
information but instead the timing, quantity and sending neuron of the spike
that is important.
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Figure 2.2: The structure of the lipid bilayer, the lipid tails hold the bilayer
together by hydrophobic attraction. Public Domain image, by Mariana Ruiz
Villarrea.

Lipid bilayer
The electrical capacity of a cell, including neurons, comes from the lipid
bilayer which is a thin membrane that surrounds a cell, or subcellular structures. The lipid bilayer, seen in Figure 2.2, looks similar to the plates of the
capacitor component of electronic systems. The bilayer is impermeable to
ions allowing for ion concentrations inside and outside the cell to create an
electric potential across the bilayer. Pore-forming proteins in the bilayer form
ion channels which regulate ion concentrations to dissipate the ion gradient
across the bilayer, the pores that have developed in the membrane only open
under certain conditions. While ionic current flows through the membrane
by ion pumps, transporting ions across the membrane walls against the ion
gradient.

2.1.1

Action Potentials

The voltage potential that the lipid bilayer builds from the ionic gradient
is known as the membrane potential of the cell. The ion channels in the
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Figure 2.3: An approximation of a typical membrane response, were some
stimulation is applied causing an action potential. Partial recreation from
[20].

membrane vary across the cell body resulting in different electrical properties. Some parts of the membrane may be excitable such that they have
two important levels of potential, the resting potential and the threshold
potential, due to synaptic connections this region may depolarise or hyperpolarize. When the membrane potential passed the threshold potential from
depolarization, an action potential is triggered. The action potential causes
the membrane potential to rise rapidly before falling to resting potential
again.
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In Figure 2.3 we see an approximation of the typical membrane response,
showing some of the phases that a cell goes through when an action potential,
or spike, passes a section of the cell membrane. The peak is reached relatively
quickly, approximately two milliseconds, after the membrane potential passed
the membrane threshold. The membrane then returns to the resting potential
after approximately five milliseconds has elapsed.
The voltage-gated ion channels in the membrane result in positive feedback
loops as the membrane potential controls the state of the ion channels, while
the ion channels control the membrane potential. The opening of the ion
channels and their biophysical properties determine the trajectory which
the action potential propagates. For sodium and potassium gated cells, the
sodium ion is pumped outside the cell faster than the potassium ion, resulting
in a state where there are more sodium ions outside the cell than potassium
cells inside causing a negative charge across the membrane wall, as in Figure
2.4. When the membrane voltage is at resting potential, the sodium channels
are closed allowing for the depolarization of the membrane. During an action potential, the sodium ions flow into the membrane while potassium ions
dissipate out of the membrane, reversing the charge of the membrane wall
and propagating the action potential along the membrane wall determined
by the biophysical properties of the channels.

2.1.2

Dale’s Principle

Dale’s principle essentially states that a neuron performs the same chemical
action on all of its synaptic connections. This process allows us to simplify the
interactions between neurons making them easier to observe and model.
Sir Henry Dale alluded to this principle as follows:
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Figure 2.4: An action potential propagating along an axon via a feedback
cyclic, towards a synaptic terminal. Modification of a Public Domain image,
by Mariana Ruiz Villarrea.

“When we are dealing with two different endings of the same sensory
neurone, the one peripheral and concerned with vasodilatation and the
other at a central synapse, can we suppose that the discovery and
identification of a chemical transmitter of axon-reflex vasodilatation
would furnish a hint as to the nature of the transmission process at a
central synapse?” [25]
While Sir Henry Dale did not propose Dale’s principle, later works by John
Eccles defined and found relevance defining the principle as follows:
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“I proposed that ‘Dale’s Principle’ be defined as stating that all the axonal branches of a neurone there was liberation of the same transmitter
substance or substances.” [33]

2.1.3

Excitatory and Inhibitory Neurons

Biological evidence found in [47, 107] suggest the importance of excitatory
and inhibitory neurons. The action potentials of excitatory neurons cause the
post-synaptic neurons increase their membrane potential, while inhibitory
neurons cause diffusion of the ions in the post-synaptic neuron reducing the
membrane potential.
In the simulations performed in this paper excitatory neurons output a signal
that encourages connected neurons to spike while inhibitory neurons output
a signal that discourages spiking. This model allows one spiking neuron
to counteract the input of another. All following neuron implementations
allow for excitatory or inhibitory neurons by the modification of the input
function.

2.1.4

Hebbian Theory

Hebbian Theory is concerned with the explanation of neurons during the
learning process. Hebbian theory describes a mechanism for the adaptation
of synaptic plasticity caused by the interaction of neurons within a network,
where increased interaction suggests an increase synaptic strength between
cells.
The theory states:
“Let us assume that the persistence or repetition of a reverberatory
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activity tend to induce lasting cellular changes that add to its stability.
The assumption can be precisely stated as follows: When an axon of
cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and repeatedly or persistently
takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic change takes
place in one or both cells such that A’s efficiency, as one of the cells
firing B, is increased.” [101]

Long Term Potentiation
Long-term potentiation is the persistent increase in synaptic strength caused
by frequent stimulation of synaptic terminals. Long-term potentiation was
theorised in Hebbian’s works and is now considered the major mechanisms
underlying learning and memory in the brain.
Empirical evidence of long-term potentiation as a form of Hebbian learning
has been recognised within the brain [3, 66, 10]. The experiment showed
that via stimulation of a rabbit hippocampus, short bursting resulted in
downstream neurons having an increased response from post-synaptic neurons implying some strengthening of synaptic strength. These increases in
responses persisted for an extended period before returning to normal.

Long Term Depression
Unlike long-term potentiation, long-term depression was not theorised by
Hebbian and works opposite to long-term potentiation. Long-term depression
causes persistent synaptic weakening resulting from similar means as longterm potentiation.
Long-term depression was discovered by providing high-frequency stimulation to some neurons which again inducing long-term potentiation, though
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other synapses saw a decrease in synaptic strength [30]. Other methods found
that long-term depression could be induced by low-frequency stimulation of
a pre-synaptic neuron; that is a neuron that has fired before stimulation
[29].

2.2

Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks are a family of machine learning models inspired
by biological neural networks and neuroscience. They are considered the
first generation of neural networks, and the second generation with errorpropagation algorithms for multilayer networks. Artificial neural networks
can be regarded as a graph of simulated neurons that can be trained to solve
linear and nonlinear classification problems and approximate functions. We
separated these networks into two main classes which we define by the type
of neuron model they use. Firstly artificial neurons, such as the perceptron,
as covered in this section and the biologically modelled neurons which we
separate off into section 2.3.1, due to their importance to our work. We
briefly consider the neuron models, structures and learning of the artificial
neurons in this section.

2.2.1

The Perceptron

A perceptron is a type of artificial neuron model that was designed to mimic
biological neurons, though its function bares no resemblance. The perceptron
is better known as a linear classifier and is commonly used as components
of artificial neural networks as talked about in this section. A perceptron
functions by partitioning the input space with a hyperplane and input vectors
are classified based upon what side of the hyperplane they reside in, meaning
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Figure 2.5: To the left we see the perceptron splitting a linear problem. To
the right we can see a nonlinear problem that cannot be split by a hyperplane
from the perceptron, the orange line showing an attempted separation while
the green show the nonlinear solution.

that a single perceptron can solve all linear problems. A perceptron cannot
solve nonlinear problems as we can see in Figure 2.5. We frequently use
perceptrons in our works as they are known only to be linear classifiers,
guaranteeing that nonlinear potential comes from other sources.
A perceptron can be defined as the piecewise function:

f (x) =



1,

w·x+b>0


0,

otherwise

(2.1)

Where w is a vector of weights on the inputs, x is a vector of the inputs,
and b is the bias of the percepton. Perceptrons are able to solve linearly
separable problems but incapable of solving nonlinearly separable problems
such as the XOR function. Though perceptrons are not functionally similar
to biological neurons the inspiration is evident such that they follow theories
such as Dale’s principle, since the output of the perceptron is passed to all
predessors without modification, regardless environmental situation.
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Figure 2.6: The standard layout of a feed-forward neural network.

2.2.2

Feed-forward Neural Network

A feed-forward neural network (multi-layer perceptron) is an improvement
on single-layer perceptron that can solve nonlinearly separable problems by
introducing a hidden layer of perceptrons. These neural networks are considered to have three layers. The first layer is the input layer which acts as the
input stimuli of the network. The second layer is the hidden layer which processes the information received from the input layer. The third and final layer
is the output layer which makes a decision based on the output of the hidden
layer. The network structure can be seen in Figure 2.6. The feed-forward
network is the general structure many artificial neural network models use
for their topology. The topological structure ensures that there are no cycles
within the network making it easy to propagate an error function into the
network making learning efficient.
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2.2.3

Training and Learning

We can consider Hebbian Theory when training these artificial neural networks. Learning tends to take the form of modifying the vector weights of
inputs. Many methods cover the learning process for these artificial networks,
but we will focus on the most popular method, back-propagation.
The back-propagation model was first introduced as a learning method for
neural networks in 1988 [16, 89] and is considered as the start of the second generation of neural networks. Using the gradient descent optimisation
method with back-propagation can be used to find local and global minima
of the error function by propagating error back into the network to update
the weights on the synapses by how much each neuron contributed to the
error. While this method works well for feed-forward neural networks, it
does have the limitation that convergence is slow and not guaranteed. The
back-propagation with gradient descent is not guaranteed to find the global
minimum without modifications to the learning method which would result
in slower learning.
In general training methods can be classified as online or offline. The online learning approach sees the network accessing singular input vectors in a
sequential fashion, where the system may not have access to a data set all
at once. The online method is useful for adjusting agent behaviour during
application. The offline learning model sees the system has an entire dataset
available during the training process.
In general, for our neural networks, there are three main learning problems:
supervised learning, reinforcement learning and unsupervised learning. These
are more broadly problems from machine learning though the solutions are
generally domain specific.
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Supervised Learning
Supervised learning is the problem of organising the structure of a neural
network into a state such that it approximates an unknown function. This
unknown function is represented by a set of inputs vectors and an expected
output result, this being the main distinction between supervised learning
and other learning problems. The learnt structure of a neural network tends
to be the modification of synaptic weights between neurons, while the topological structure remains unchanged.
The training method for supervised learning algorithms follows that for each
input vector and output, find the error from the agent output to the expected
and minimise future error. There are three main problems the calculation of
an error function, how the network should be modified based upon the error
function, and how accurate the modified network remains on unseen input
vectors. The first of these problems requires that the output of the network
be designed to match the domain of the ideal output, the modification of the
activation function within the output layer such that a scalar value within
the same domain is produced solves this problem for a perceptron. While
the last of these problems is solved by splitting the data into a training set
and a test set, where the test set is evaluated afterwards to determine the
successfulness of the learnt agent. The second problem is non-trivial and has
been addressed many times.
The method of back-propagation [16, 89] is a supervised learning algorithm
that addresses the second problem of how the network structure should be
modified based on the error function. It is a common method of learning
for multi-layered perceptrons for data with known expected outputs. The
algorithm is used in conjunction with the gradient descent of the error function to minimise future error and propagate changes back throughout the
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network.
Considering the use of a back-propagation algorithm for a feed-forward network of perceptrons. The weight connecting perceptron i to perceptron j, or
wij , is modified by the following:

∆wij = −α

δE
,
δwij

(2.2)

Where α is the learning rate which is used to affect the speed and accuracy
of learning, and E is the error from the output o the target t. For an output
perceptron j or single perceptron this becomes:

∆wij = −αoi (oj − tj )oj (1 − oj ),

(2.3)

Where oi is the output of perceptron i and tj is the output of perceptron j.
Otherwise for an internal perceptron j where the error needs to be propagated
up from the output layer:
!
∆wij = −αoi

X

δl wjl

oj (1 − oj )

(2.4)

l∈L

The training method for the back-propagation algorithm follows, for each
training input vector ~x:
1. Feed the training input u(~x).
2. Compute error at output y(~x).
3. For each layer in the network starting from the immediate predecessor
to the output layer:
(a) Compute ∆w for all weights from layer i − 1 to layer i.
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4. Update network weights.
There are also many other modifications and extensions of the back-propagation
algorithm as well as other supervised learning algorithms developed. We
discussed the back-propagation algorithm in this section because of its commonality in this field of research and that later we use it to address learning
our experiments on classification.

Unsupervised Learning
The unsupervised learning problem the problem of finding patterns, clusters
or other features within data. Unlike supervised learning, unsupervised learning has no information about the classification of data. We do not make use
of unsupervised learning techniques in this thesis, but this section remains
for completeness on learning in artificial neural networks.
Since there is no error function in unsupervised learning, the approach favours
inferring information that by underlying probability distributions, meaning
that the given distribution can implicitly determine an error function by
employing a cost function. The usage of unsupervised learning methods
follows that given an input vector and cost function, we try to minimise the
error of the cost of the output.

Reinforcement Learning
The reinforcement learning problem is similar to supervised learning, but
instead of knowing the desired result and computing an error, the agent is
positively rewarded for good output and negatively rewarded for bad output. The reinforcement learning problem is based upon the law of effect
[109], which states that animals are more likely to perform actions that pro-
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duce better rewards/effects than those that have negative rewards/effects,
depending on the environmental situation. Many reinforcement learning algorithms focus on the act of learning a policy, a mapping of states to actions,
such that performing such that those states maximise the total reward.

Reinforcement learning is best used for environments where the agent has
direct control over the environment, as a result of this, the output of the agent
determines the next input vector to the agent. This temporal element leads
to self-referential cause and effect where the input vector at time t causes
some action at from the agent that determines the input vector at time t + 1,
and therefore in turn future actions of the agent. The environmental notion
of time domain may either be continuous where the agent may be making
decisions at some fixed time step or discrete where the agent takes action
when an event occurs within the system. The agent receives some reward
rt+1 after each action at time t which intern may change future actions of
the agent.

The agent in reinforcement learning is trying to maximise their reward by
choosing the actions which incur the maximum future reward. As a result of
this the agent is attempting to maximise the quantity:

R=

N
−1
X

rt+1 ,

(2.5)

t=0

Here N determines the time at which the system incurs a terminal state
or infinity if there is no terminal state. Since it is impossible to do the
summation over infinite time, the return is discounted by some factor γ t
becoming:
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R=

N
−1
X

γ t rt+1 ,

(2.6)

t=0

Where the discount factor exists in the domain 0 ≥ γ ≥ 1. This method
is, however, problematic in online learning situations, as this makes initial
actions more important where an agent is more likely to make mistakes. The
agent can still find a solution, and that restarting time can help to negate
the adverse effects of the initial mistakes. Therefore reinforcement learning
can meet the criterion of optimality without being able to deduce an error
upon input.
Reinforcement learning methods developed tend to fall into broadly; Markov
Decision Processes, value function such as Monte Carlo methods, and temporal difference such as Q-learning [116]. The Q-Learning model consists of
an agent in an environment with a finite number of states and a finite set of
actions that can be performed per state. The algorithm contains a function
or map of state-action combinations Q(s, a), whereby Q initially returns an
arbitrary value. For every action that the agent selects, Q is modified via
value iteration:




Q(st , at ) ← Q(st , at ) + α rt+1 + γ max [Q(st+1 , a)] − Q(st , at ) ,
a

(2.7)

Where α is the learning rate, and γ is the discount factor. In [71] Q-learning
is extended with linear function approximation that allows for guaranteed
convergences when action values are estimated with a function approximator.
Implementations of reinforcement learning methods for artificial neural networks have met mixed success. A class of algorithms called residual algorithm that is a special case of Q-learning with back-propagation using linear
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function approximators with guaranteed convergence, though this does not
translate to nonlinear approximators such as feed-forward neural networks
of perceptrons.
Recently more novel algorithms have been developed which address the problem of reinforcement learning with direct topological modification of an artificial neural network using evolutionary methods [104].

2.2.4

Recurrent Neural Networks

The recurrent neural networks is a specific class of neural networks, and they
differ from the linear feed-forward neural network by having a reservoir of
neurons that have no limitations on how they can be connected. Thereby
these networks are defined by the presence of loops and cycles. The cyclic
nature of these networks creates an internal state allowing the network to
contain some form of temporal behaviour. This internal memory allows for
previous input vectors to remain in the system for an arbitrary amount of
time defined by the network structure. These networks are relevant to our
work as we specifically use them for temporally defined problems.
Learning in recurrent networks needs to be adjusted for the cyclic connections. Some methods tend to favour gradient descent methods defined on
the time axis for adjusting synaptic weights, while others favour genetic algorithms, such as [104], which evolve network structure including both synaptic
weights and topological structure. A recurrent neural network may exist as
the reservoir of the Echo State Machine where learning happens to an output layer external to the recurrent network. There exists a variant where the
reservoir of Echo State Machine consists of spiking neurons, called the Liquid State Machine which was developed independently. We cover the Liquid
State Machine in chapter 3 with reference to our work.
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2.3

Spiking Neural Networks

The spiking neural network is a type of artificial neural networks which consists of biologically modelled neurons. They are considered part of the third
generation of neural network models, which also includes other models such
as deep learning.
Spiking neural networks operate on the theory that neurons within the network do not fire at each propagation cycle, such as perceptron based networks
but rather release spikes at intervals where the membrane potential reaches
a threshold value. Spiking neurons focus on the transmission of electrical
charges, where received spikes cause an increase or decrease in the membrane potentials of downstream neurons.

2.3.1

Spiking Neurons Models

Many computational models mimic the behaviour of biological neurons in
the brain. In this section, we discuss the most relevant models to our work;
the Hodgkin-Huxley Model, the Izhikevich Model, and the Leaky Integrate
and Fire model.
All of these models have in common that the neuron receives some input
current from some source. Since we use excitatory and inhibitory models,
see 2.1.3, our input function I(t) for spiking sources:
I(t) = e − i

(2.8)

Where e is the excitatory inputs, and i is the inhibitory inputs. When a
neuron spikes the excitatory or inhibitory input is adjusted by the weight
of the connecting synapse. These inputs are functions of time and decay
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according to:
de
= e/τe ,
dt

(2.9)

di
= i/τi ,
dt

(2.10)

Where τe and τi is the rate at which the excitatory and inhibitory inputs
decay, accordingly.

Hodgkin-Huxley Model
The Hodgkin-Huxley model describes the ionic (chemical) mechanism which
underlies the propagation of spikes in the axon of the giant squid from empirical evidence [49].
The standard Hodgkin-Huxley models two critical components of the biological cell, the capacitance of the lipid bilayer and the ionic channel. The
current flowing through the lipid bilayer is represented by:

Ilipid = Cm

dvm
,
dt

(2.11)

Where Cm is the capacitance of the lipid bilayer, vm is the membrane potential. The current through ion channel c is:

Ic = gc (vm − vc ),

(2.12)

Where gc is the electrical conductance factor of ion channel c, and vc is the
reversal potential of ion channel c. The reversal potential is the membrane
potential threshold where there is no net flow on the given ion channel.
Therefore for a sodium N a and potassium K channelled cell the current
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through the membrane follows:

I = Cm

dvm
+ gN a (vm − vN a ) + gK (vm − vK ) + gL (vm − vL ),
dt

(2.13)

Where the channel l represents an implicit channel of the leaky conductance
of the cell. Obviously, this model can be extended to represent many different
ion channels.
The properties of an excitatory neuron is modelled by four ordinary differential equations derived from equation 2.13 and a set dimensionless quantities
k, n, a associated with the potassium, sodium and sodium inactivation channels. These equations are:

I = Cm

dvm
+ ḡN a n3 a(vm − vN a ) + ḡK k 4 (vm − vK ) + ḡL (vm − vL )
dt

dp
= αp (vm )(1 − p) − βp (vm )p
dt

(2.14)

(2.15)

Where p is an element from the set k, n, a and the αp and βp functions
are:

αp (vm ) = (pinf (vm )) /τp

(2.16)

βp (vm ) = (1 − pinf (vm )) /τp

(2.17)

Where pinf (vm ) and 1 − pinf (vm ) represent the steady state for activation
and inactivation. These equations where originally proposed in [49] from the
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empirical evidence from the giant squid as:
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m
,
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.
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exp 10
+1
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The Hodgkin-Huxley neuron is an important biological neuron model that
provides a rich array of biologically plausible features. This model is relatively expensive, and there have been various modifications to improve both;
usability with reducing computational expense, and the biological model with
different functions and model adjustments.

Izhikevich Model

The Izhikevich model [54] is a neuron model that combines the biological
plausibility of Hodgkin-Huxley neurons with the computational efficiency.
The Izhikevich provides a rich set of behaviours such as spiking, bursting,
firing patterns, post-inhibitory spikes and bursts, continuous spiking with
frequency adaptation, spike threshold variability, bi-stability in both resting
and spiking states, sub-threshold oscillations and resonance. The model has
shown empirical evidence of dynamics similar to the mammalian cortex on
the rat’s motor cortex.
The Izhikevich neuron model is defined by the membrane potential vm ,
and the recovery variable u, which are modelled by the differential equa-
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tions:
dvm
2
= 0.04vm
+ 5vm + 140 − u + I
dt
du
= a(bvm − u)
dt

(2.18)
(2.19)

With the auxiliary for spike reseting when vm ≤ vthres :

 v ←c
m
if vm ≤ r then
 u←u+d

(2.20)

Where a describes the timescale of the recovery variable, b describes the sensitivity of the recovery variable, c describes the reset potential after spiking,
d describes the reset of the recovery variable after spiking, r is the spike firing
potential I is an input current via synapse or injected.

Integrate and Fire Model
Leaky Integrate and Fire neurons follow a standard implementation from
[110]. These neurons follow a set of mathematical equations to mimic the
spiking nature of biological cortical neurons and are computationally efficient.
The following differential equation models the simplest representation for this
neuron model:

dvm
= (vrest − vm + RI(t)) /τ
dt

(2.21)

Where vm is the membrane potential, vrest is the resting potential, vthres is
the membrane threshold potential, τ is the rate at which the membrane leaky
charge, and vreset is the membrane reset potential. A spike is generated when
vm ≤ vthres and applies vm ← vreset . The leaky integrate and fire neurons has
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been shown to model the neocortical pyramidal cell behaviours [83].
The range of neuron behaviours do not range as widely and the Izhikevich and
Hodgkin-Huxley models. Therefore we can introduce an extra dynamic such
as spiking with frequency adaptation, via hyperpolarization, by introducing
an extension to the leaky integrate and fire model. This is the leaky integrate and fire with adaptation model[65], which is modelled by the ordinary
differential equations:

dvm
= (vrest − vm + RI(t) + g(d − v))/τ,
dt

(2.22)

dg
= −g/τg ,
dt

(2.23)

Where g is a dimensionless adaptation variable and when a spike is generated
the membrane voltage is reset and g ← g+e. The variable d is the adaptation
switch threshold voltage and e is an arbitrary small increment value. We will
only be using this model for our leaky integrate and fire neurons in our works,
as we describe in chapter 3.

Poisson Model
Poisson neurons are useful as inputs to a network as they are easy to control
but provide some random variation to excite interesting dynamics. Due to
their spike timings being based on probability to get an accurate timing these
neurons can be used in a group to average out the spike timing on a receiving
neuron.
There are many ways to model Poisson neurons, the model used in this paper
is a homogeneous Poisson process from [48] which approximates spike occurrence during a time interval δt ≤ 1 millisecond given a firing rate r:
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P (Spike during δt) ≈ rδt.

(2.24)

To generate spike using the equations for every discrete time-step of δt a random real number, x, between 0 and 1 is generated and if x < P (Spike during δt)
then a spike is generated.

2.3.2

Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity

Spike timing dependent plasticity (or STDP) is an unsupervised learning
mechanism that strongly relates to Hebbian Theory, such that high correlation between pre-synaptic and post-synaptic spike timing of a neuron has an
effect on the synaptic connections. As discussed in section 2.1.4 the long term
potentiation and long term depression of neurons caused by pre-synaptic and
post-synaptic spike timing has strong biological evidence within the brain.
This form of learning allows for anti-Hebbian learning as synaptic weakening
is modelled alongside the Hebbian theory of synaptic strengthening. We see
in Figure 2.7 the change in the strength of synaptic weights after 60 pre-post
or post-pre spike pairings.
The weight change of a synapse connecting neurons i and j due to spike
timing follows:

∆wij =

N X
N
X

W (tni − tfj )

(2.25)

f =1 n=1

Where f counts the pre-synaptic spikes, n counts the post-synaptic spikes,
and tf is the spike arrival time, tn is the spike firing time, and W is an STDP
function, such as in Figure 2.7. A common choice for W (x) is:
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Figure 2.7: The STDP function, discovered in [9]. Recreated from [97].




A exp −x

τP
 P
W (x) =
−AN exp τxN



 0

, for x > 0
, for x < 0
, otherwise

The behaviour of spike timing dependent plasticity allows for a biologically
plausible features across a diverse range of neuron models [1]. While STDP
is agreed to provide a convenient experimental model that provides important features of biologically relevant plasticity [97], it is unknown whether
STDP, biologically, is a separate plasticity mechanism that exists within the
brain alongside other mechanisms such as long-term potentiation and longterm depression. We notice that STDP does provide a frequency dependence
compared to other mechanisms and potentiation and depression can only be
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induced for a small window of frequencies [64, 98, 80].
Spiking timing dependent plasticity and spiking neural networks have been
used together to develop a solution to the reinforcement learning problem.

MSTDP
In [37] the modulation of STDP by a reward function lead to reinforcement
learning in spiking neural networks. The model was used to evolve networks
that code solve both the rate encoded and temporally encoded exclusive-or
(XOR) problem. The computational model changes the weight of a synapse
from neuron i to j by:
∆wij (t + δt) = αr(t + δt)ζij (t),

(2.26)

Where r is the reward function, and ζij the eligibility trace of the synapse.
Where ζij was given by:
ζij (t) = Pij+ (t)fi (t) + Pij− (t)fj (t),
Pij+ (t) = Pij+ (t − δt) exp(−δt/τ+ ) + A+ fj (t),
Pij− (t) = Pij− (t − δt) exp(−δt/τ− ) + A− fi (t).

This model draws continuity between the unsupervised learning of STDP
and reinforcement learning. This model is also biologically plausible where a
neuromodulator in the brain could apply the reward signal to nearby neurons,
such as found in [92] where the empirical investigation showed that dopamine
carries a short-latency reward which indicates a difference between actual and
predicted rewards. There has been speculation of the existence of STDP as
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a biological mechanism [97], this work of modulation of STDP closely relates
to the dopamine and acetylcholine modulation of long-term potentiation and
depression of neurons in [93, 50, 106] even if STDP is not a biologically
relevant mechanism.

2.3.3

Back-propagation

While biological models lead to interesting dynamics, direct optimisation
method inspired by back-propagation for spiking neural networks do exist. While these methods are not biologically relevant, they show how specific structures allow would allow biological neurons to solve difficult problems.

SpikeProp
The SpikeProp algorithm has been shown in [11] to solve many classification problems such as the Iris dataset [36], Wisconsin breast cancer dataset
[72] and the Statlog Landsat dataset[63]. This algorithm uses the error
in the spike timings to propagate error throughout the network to modify
synapses.
For spiking neurons, the error function requires that the spike contribution
function be some differential function with respect to time. Whereby the
spike contribution of neuron i over the synaptic terminal k at time t is:
yik (t) = (t − ti − dk )

(2.27)

Where ti is the firing time of neuron i and dk is the synaptic delay of terminal
k. Where (t) is the spike response function where for all t < 0 then (t) = 0
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otherwise:
(t) =

t
exp1−t/τ
τ

(2.28)

Where τ is the membrane potential decay time constant.
To compute and propagate the error through the network we need to define
some characteristics; Γj which is the set of immediate predecessors to neuron
j and Γj is the set of immediate successors to neuron j, tdj is the desired spike
l
timing and taj is the actual spike timing, and wij
is the weight of the synaptic

terminal l from neuron i to neuron j.
For each neuron j in the output layer the error based on the input signal
is:
(tdj − taj )
P l
δj = P
l a
a
i∈Γj
l wij (∂yi (tj )/(∂tj ))

(2.29)

For each neuron j in the hidden layer the error based on the input signal
is:

Pj∈Γi P k
δj k wij (∂yik (taj )/(∂taj )
P l
δi = P
l a
a
h∈Γi
l whi (∂yh (ti )/(∂ti ))

(2.30)

For the synaptic terminal k connecting neuron i to neuron j the weight is
changed by:
k
∆wij
= −α ∗ yik (tj )δj ,

(2.31)

Where α is the learning rate. The algorithm follows:
1. Calculate δj for each neuron j in the output layer, via 2.29.
2. For each layer in the network starting from the immediate predecessor
to the output layer:
(a) Calculate each δi for each neuron i in the layer, via 2.30.
3. For each neuron i connecting to neuron j in the output layer, change
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the weights of all synapses via 2.31.
4. For each layer in the network starting from the immediate predecessor
to the output layer:
(a) For each neuron i connecting to neuron j in the current layer,
change the weights of all synapses via 2.31.
While this provides the superb supervised learning algorithm for spiking
neural networks, the restrictions it imposes essentially defeats the purpose
of using biologically inspired neurons. These restriction include but are not
limited to: the network must be a feed-forward neural network, neurons are
only allowed to fire once, inputs need to be constructed such that each layer
causes the following to spike at some time, the excitatory and inhibitory
neuron models are not accounted for, and the network requires a significant
amount of synapses between each neuron with different delays.

SpikeProp Extensions
In [91] the SpikeProp algorithm was improved by introducing learning for;
synaptic delay, synaptic time constants, and neuron thresholds. This improved algorithm is useful for reducing the complexity of the network used,
though this still leaves restrictions such as the neurons only being able to
spike once. Assuming that all neurons share the same spike contribution
function these rules are as follows.
The delay learning rule:
k
∆dkij = αd wij

∂y(taj )
δj ,
∂t

Where αd is the learning rate for delays.
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(2.32)

The synaptic time constant learning rule:
"

#
ij
a
a
−
d
)
−
t
(t
1
i
j
k
k
∆τijk = −ατ wij
y(taj )
− k δj ,
(τijk )2
τij

(2.33)

Where ατ is the learning rate for the synaptic time constants.
Finally, the learning rule for the membrane threshold of a neuron:
∆ϑj = αϑ δj

(2.34)

Where αϑ is the learning rate for neuron membrane thresholds.

Multi-SpikeProp
The Multi-SpikeProp algorithm from [40] does allow for multiple spikes from
neurons within the hidden layer, though the output layer is still limited
to only one spike. The algorithm solving the exclusive-or problem as well
as epilepsy and seizure detection problems, offering better accuracy over
standard SpikeProp with reduced synaptic terminals though requiring more
learning iterations.
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Chapter III
Framework and Design Philosophy
This chapter covers our decisions and discoveries from designing and implementing spiking neural networks. We propose the Spiking State Machine
as a standard modular framework based on the observations we made, and
we also propose an ontology describing our artificial spiking neural networks.
This ontology clearly generalises components of these networks for the development of novel mechanisms that do not fit the canonical network description.
3.1

Experimental Observations

When implementing network and learning techniques to evaluate for use
in our research, we made some important observations that were not well
described in background literature.
During design planning we found that the representation and encoding of
inputs are significant, this is commonly mentioned concerning rate-based
encoding and temporal based encoding, although concerns that affect both
encoding strategies are not discussed. The input representation needs to
consider the fact that neurons can only propagate an input signal into the
network if they receive frequent enough input stimulation to spike themselves.
The inverse is also a problem where too much input can saturate a network
where the membrane potential of every neuron quickly reaches the threshold
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voltage even after a spike event has just occurred. As a result of these
bounds emplaced on our neuron models we propose two solutions. The input
stimulation must be designed to perfectly rest within a range of responses
that do not over-saturate or under-provision the network. Another solution
is to change the neuron models such that they adapt the membrane threshold
when intense stimulation is frequently applied.
We also determined that all the parameters and hyperparameters that describe the network, or its components, are essential to the solution of the
application. We attempted to reproduce the results of the literature to address the constraints of the models and learning methods but had difficulty
in achieving the replication of results. We assume that poor replication was
due to the lack of described parameters from network construction, synaptic weights, and neuron parameters such as refractory periods. The lack of
implementation specifics on models also had an effect on the replication of
results. Some works did not define the used refractory models which may or
may not allow the build up of input, or the use of excitatory and inhibitory
neuron models. This lack of cohesion leads to non-reproducible results, and
we argue that this requires a solution to unify the environment and description.
We desire that our networks be designed to solve problems, such that we can
devise and compare models. This desire means that learning is an important
aspect which needs to be resolved. We have discussed in section 2.3.2 and
section 2.3.3 solutions to the learning problem for spiking neural network.
The algorithms provided are often over restrictive and impose a situation such
that models and dynamics may not be studied carefully and compared. We
see this with requirements that neurons may only spike once and that other
spikes contribute nothing to the solution, or that synapses need to be adjusted
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every propagation cycle, as well as requiring that features such as synaptic
delays not be present within the network. These restrictions imposed by the
learning algorithm ruin the potential for model comparisons, although these
learning methods are not representative of unsupervised learning methods
developed. We do not consider unsupervised methods as a possible solution,
as they do not cover all problem spaces and are not designed to learn specific
tasks as we discussed in section 2.2.3. Therefore we need to develop new
universal learning methods for spiking neurons or work around the limitations
that these methods impose until we further our understand of biological
learning.

3.2

Modular Framework

We propose the Spiking State Machine as the standardised modular framework. The Spiking State Machine is a restrictive subclass of the more general
Liquid State Machine, which focuses on the modularity of the liquid component. This framework bypasses issues we found in the previous section
as we discuss later in the following subsections. In Spiking State Machines
problem specific learning is separated from the spiking neural network. The
framework eliminates the necessity of describing all aspects of the system, instead only requires that the network and its contained models are sufficiently
defined.

3.2.1

Structure

A Liquid State Machine is a reservoir computing method, and the structure
can be observed in Figure 3.1, consisting of three main features:
Input Transforms inputs into a continuous sequence of disturbances.
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Figure 3.1: The Liquid State Machine and its main components.

Liquid A reservoir of computation units that holds some state based on
current and previous inputs.
Readout A function or set of functions which transform the liquid state
into the desired output signal.
In comparison to traditional recurrent neural network methods, Liquid State
Machines offers two advantages; i) They are easier to train since only the
readout layer needs to be adjusted, ii) The liquid can be used to solve more
than one problem as the ideal liquid is universal. Therefore more readout
functions can be attached for different problems. The Liquid State Machine bears a resemblance to kernel methods and support vector machines,
as inputs are projected into a high-dimensional feature space by the network
dynamics, the main difference only being the temporal dependence. The
projecting into high-dimensional feature space makes it possible that classes
are linearly separable.
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The Spiking State Machine defines the input components as Poisson neuron
groups and the readout layer as a single perceptron. We also define that
the liquid component is required to be a form of spiking neural network for
modularity.
For the input source, we attempted using both uniform spiking neurons as
well as Poisson neuron models. We found through observation that the uniformly spiking model was not very useful at exciting dynamics even though
spike timing is guaranteed. We noticed a Poisson model used in groups with a
lower input voltage, allowed for the post-synaptic neurons to have higher average membrane potentials, requiring less variability to excite spiking. When
used in a group the statistical noise in the firing rate of the Poisson neurons is
averaged by the post-synaptic neuron. When evaluating the uniform model,
we would see input voltage was completely decaying and not exciting postsynaptic neurons, or since the network is only excited at these uniform spike
timings, network penetration may not be achieved due to the refractory period. We did not spend much time evaluating measures to make uniform
models more useful but favoured Poisson neurons due to being used in most
previous works and required no modifications for use.
When using Poisson neurons we found several considerations that need to
be taken into account. The most notable are the firing rates of inputs and
the amount of input they place into the network. The input has to have
a significant enough effect to incite neurons further in the network to spike
and propagate into the network. This can be mitigated by designing input
or reducing the spiking threshold of the neuron model. The input also has
not to be so large that it saturates the network, such that the state does
not change as neurons are always reaching their firing potential whenever
they can spike again. This is commonly caused by the neuron excitatory and
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inhibitory inputs not decaying away quickly enough that they are constantly
growing or at equilibrium with input sources.

The perceptron as the readout layer imposes that the liquid component produces the nonlinear potential required for the problems solution. The perceptron is also a well-studied classifier and has a wide range of possible learning
techniques. This allows us to abstract learning based on the problem space
away from the implementation of the spiking neural network, allowing for better model comparisons. We require that the perceptron records neuron spikes
between updates, and weights spikes by their timing, this is temporal encoding and gives the perceptron a form of input memory. Theoretically, this
perceptron could also be replaced with an arbitrary neuron model instead,
although it is useful to receive input when the readout polled. It would also
be possible to monitor the membrane potentials instead of spikes, but spikes
are more deterministic in their presence, as a membrane potential maybe
at some value for a variety of reasons. Therefore the perceptron provides a
learning mechanism separate from the spiking neural network but requires
that the network state has separation potential over the input space.

In summary, the Spiking State Machine requires that the liquid be a spiking
neural network that is robust under input noise and has separation potential
over the input space. We also add to this that the refractory period of
neurons allows for the build up of membrane potential if undefined, as to
address a common issue with undefined refractory periods. This framework
allows for devising new models within the liquid component, fulfilling the
modular component of our design. In chapter 4 we evaluate the consequences
of the design of the liquid component and determine whether this framework
is useful.
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3.3

Requirements and Properties

Due to the Spiking State Machine being a type of Liquid State Machine,
there are some idealised conditions that need to be addressed [70]. In the ideal
situation, the spiking neural network should satisfy the point-wise separation
property, while the approximation property condition is already satisfied by
the perceptron.
The point-wise separation property requires that the state of the spiking neural network be different for any two input functions into the network. Due
to the spiking neural network being a modular component, this cannot by
addressed by the framework. Therefore the modules that are used must statisfy the point-wise separation property. The point-wise separation property
is also required of the network by the readout perceptron. The perceptron
requires that the spiking neural network must separate the input space such
that points within the space are linearly separable by their class.
The approximation property requires that the perceptron be able to approximate some function to arbitrary precision for some bounded input space.
Therefore given the function being approximated is linear, the perceptron
fulfills this property, as the perceptron approximates a hyperplane for a
bounded input space. The perceptron being a linear classifier has an advantage over nonlinear classifiers, as the sum of squared errors has just a
single local minimum which is also a global minimum, compared to nonlinear methods.
These properties are formally proven in [70]. The neuron models require
other conditions such as time invariance and fading memory. The biological
spiking neuron models we will use fit all these conditions. Our neuron models,
charge potential from inputs, spike to remove potential, and leak potential
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overtime, which follows the fading memory principle. The spiking neurons
are also time invariant as they have deterministic behaviour based on the
current membrane potential and applied inputs.

The spiking neural network (the liquid) of the Spiking State Machine is
wholly responsible for the computational power of the system. For Liquid
State Machines, W. Maass et. al. [70] uses a topological structure which is
similar to a column. This column based liquid is inspired by the neocortical
structure within the brain [112]. The liquid structures in literature favour
layered networks of columns with a low connectivity. This restriction upon
the liquid needs to be considered. W. Maass et al. poses that the addition
of more neural components is a simple solution to increase the separation
potential of the Liquid State Machine. Simply increasing the size of the
neural component or adjusting connectivity may not be an easy task. That is
if the Spiking State Machine is applied to physical brain tissue more neurons
would be impossible to add. In artificially grown tissue, we would need to
develop methods of deterministicly growing neurons and connections.

The Liquid State Machine has universal power for computations with fading
memory on functions of time, if any filter that is time invariant and has a
fading memory can be approximated to an arbitrary precision [70, 69]. In
[113] isolated word recognition was solved using a Liquid State Machine of
spiking neurons, while [18] used a similar Liquid State Machine model for
movement prediction of a rolling ball with reliable real-time results. These
problems are natural peers for Liquid State Machines as they are temporal
problems, and helps to show that it is excellent for model analysis for such
problems. This also translates to our Spiking State Machines.
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3.4

Construction and Training Procedure

The Spiking State Machine only requires the readout layer to by tuned to
the problem, the typical usage under a supervised learning environment follows:
1. Define the liquid structure and initialize internals.
2. For each input vector u(t):
(a) Encode u(t) as a vector of frequencies f (u(t)).
(b) Feed f (u(t)) to the input groups and record internal state over a
period T .
(c) Record the output o(t+T ) and use a supervised learning algorithm
to adjust readout layer based on target y(t).

3.5

Liquid Ontology

There does not appear to be an agreed upon standard ontology for artificial
spiking neural networks, where the terminology is borrowed directly from the
biological system. This leads to restrictions that require that explanations
for classes and relationships need to remain true in both the biological and
simulation domain or otherwise they cause unnecessary confusion. We, therefore, specify an ontology to rid ourselves of these restrictions, and where the
biological classes are subclasses of the classes we define. We use this ontology
to describe the liquid component of the Spiking State Machine.
We specify the main classes of our ontology as:
Neuron A neuron is the node of the directed graph, containing some computational model.
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Figure 3.2: Our proposed ontology, showing the generalised relationships.

Connection A connection is the edges of the directed graph of the network,
and allow for the transfer of information throughout the network.
Message A message is some arbitrary representation of information.
Here we note that a synapse is a subclass of the connection, we use the
term connection as this is meant to represent any possible representation of
connection whether abstract or physical. While an action potential or spike
is a subclass of the message class, the same as with the synapse-connection
relationship, this allows more representations from abstract to physically
based.
The relationships which are defined by the ontology includes. Messages have
a source neuron. Connections have many neuron connections. Connections
have behaviour for many types of messages. Finally, connections modify the
state of neurons based on messages passing through them. The relationships
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as described have zero to many cardinalities, where the subclass determines
further restrictions. For example, a synapse will limit the number of neuron
connections to two. The constraints that exist from the biological terminology do not hold, meaning that connections are not required to be directional,
and messages can consist of any information, et cetera. Since we are still trying to simulate possible biological models, neurons remain the same. This
ontology allows us to diversify our models, and clarify the difference between
in-vitro and in-vivo systems from simulated systems.

3.6

Liquid Implementation

This ontological description of artificial spiking neural networks offers an almost direct translation into programmatic structure. Where neurons and
connections, can be grouped by functionality, abstracting implementation
for usability, suggesting object-orientated design. While functional programming is suited for messages and the state changes that connections apply to
neurons.
Each neurons are a collection of parameters and functions. Parameters are
stored in a object or by parallel arrays. Functions are either methods or
kernels that updates the parameters by some delta in time according to the
mathematical model. Therefore groups of neurons can be encapsulated by a
single strategy that calls the update function for a group of neurons in an
optimised manner. This strategy would also handle the messages that should
be created and processed by the simulation.
Connections are also a collection of parameters, commonly by parallel matrices, where the synapse subclass requires that they have a weight, a source
neuron, and a sink location. We keep the definition of the sink general,
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as biological synaptic connections do not necessarily connect to other neurons but other cells in general. These connection external to the network
are useful for the readout component of our Spiking State Machine. Since
connections apply state updates to neurons, they should have attached appropriate anonymous functions that deal with certain message classes and
neurons.
Messages are best represented by an event system, which may also cover
other reactions within the simulation. The anonymous functions can be used
to capture events, and these can be linked with a group of synapses. The
most general application is capturing the spike event from the pre-synaptic
neurons and applying some change to excitatory or inhibitory inputs of the
post-synaptic neuron. The direction of the synapse defines the pre-synaptic
and post-synaptic neurons.
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Chapter IV
Nonlinear Problems and Framework Evaluation

The purpose of this chapter is to validate our simplicity sub-goal for the
Spiking State Machine, and through experimentation, determine the consequences of the design.
In chapter 3 we discussed how we want to develop new models for spiking
neural networks. This resulted in a standardised and modular experimental
framework such that we can analyse and devise new models for spiking neural
networks. We called this framework the Spiking State Machine. The Spiking
State Machine is a partially defined Liquid State Machine that only requires
implementation of the liquid component. The separation of inputs come
from the network dynamics, and learning methods are not applied to the
network but an external readout layer. We will experiment with nontemporal
and nonlinear problems to see the capabilities of this framework outside
its designated domain of temporal problems. Since the readout layer is a
single perceptron which is a linear classifier, the nonlinear potential must be
generated by the liquid.
A linear classification problem is a problem that can be solved by splitting
classes with a hyperplane, that is in two-dimensions a straight line. A perceptron is a linear classifier meaning that it can be used to solve any linear
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classification problem. A nonlinear classification problem cannot be solved
by separating classes using a straight line. The most well known and simplest being the classical exclusive or (XOR) problem. The XOR problems
is a specific problem of the nonlinear hypercube problems. A hypercube of
n

n dimensions can define 22 possible problems with two classes. For the
two-dimensional hypercube, there are 16 possible problems, of which two
are nonlinear, the XOR problem and the negation of the XOR problem. As
the number of dimensions of the hypercube increases so does the number of
nonlinear problems and the number of hyperplanes needed to separate the
problem.
In [37] the XOR problem was solved with a biologically relevant method,
using both rate encoding and temporal encoding. The method described
was a modification of spike timing dependent plasticity, where the reward
was modulated to change the synaptic weights of the network. Offering a
biologically plausible solution to classification problems, as features of spike
timing dependent plasticity is known to occur in the biological brain, see
section 2.3.2. The consequences of this method include; requiring extensive
per synapse modifications during training as synaptic weight changes occur
frequently, and does not support models that include synaptic delay. This
method while favourable does not satisfy the modular component of our
desired solution and does not allow for the separation of learning from the
network.
There are many nontemporal, linear and nonlinear problems. The logical and
(AND) problem is a very basic linear classification problem that can easily be
solved by a single perceptron. The AND problem is important to consider
when experimenting because we need to ensure that we can linearly map
features into the state of the network such that there is not a significant effect
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on a perceptrons ability to solve that problem. A classical nonlinear problem
is the exclusive or (XOR) problem. While this problem is considered simple
and not representative of the diversity amongst nonlinear problems, it allows
us to judge the feasibility of nonlinear potential before attempting more
challenging problems. In comparison to the AND problem, the XOR problem
is a nonlinear Boolean classification problem that is not solvable by a single
perceptron, as it requires at least two hyperplanes to separate the classes. If
we can solve the XOR problem using a perceptron by first transforming our
inputs into a new feature space using a Spiking State Machine, we know that
the non-linear separation power comes from the spiking neural network.
For spiking neural networks, the XOR problem is not a simple problem as
discussed in [11, 91, 37], where it requires at least 5 hidden neurons and a
significant amount of synapses, in some cases requiring 320 synapses. We can
see in Figure 4.1 an optimally designed solution to the XOR problem which
exposes the four possible input spaces to the readout layer of the Spiking
State Machine, the weightings may vary based upon neuron parameters and
implementation. The inhibitory neuron model is required to reduce the response of the neuron that exposes the 0, 0 input pair for any other input pair.
We can deduce from this designed network that the non-linear power of a
spiking neural network must then come from the dynamics of interacting
excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Suggesting that the desired framework
would require that all spiking neural networks must incorporate the excitatory and inhibitory neuron models, or find other models that create nonlinear
behaviour.
We want to show that we can solve the nonlinear classification XOR problem
with a spiking neural network, without per synapse modification by optimisation. The purpose of this experiment is to confirm our simplicity sub-goal
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Figure 4.1: A designed liquid that can solve the XOR problem.

for the Spiking State Machine. The simplicity goal is in respect to being
able to apply new problems arbitrarily, without a focus on manual design or
reliance on iterative tweaking to obtain results.

4.1

Liquid State Machine Setup

The experimental setup used for both our AND and XOR experiments consists of a Spiking State Machine where the components are arranged as follows
in Figure 4.2. The input layer connects to all neurons in the first layer of the
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Figure 4.2: The layout of the Liquid State Machine used in our experiments.

liquid, each neuron in a layer is partially connected to the next layer, and
the readout connects to every neuron in the liquid. The input component
consists of a set of Poisson neurons, a spiking neural network as the liquid
and a single perceptron as the readout as described by the Spiking State
Machine. For each input feature, there is a group of 20 Poisson neurons that
were used to average the firing rate to all post-synaptic neurons in the liquid.
The liquid contains 60 leaky integrate and fire neurons, where there are 3
layers of 20 neurons each, 15 excitatory and 5 inhibitory. Each layer of the
liquid connects to a neuron in the next layer, with a probability of 0.2 and a
uniform random weight assigned between 0 and 1. The readout perceptron is
connected to all neurons in the liquid, with small initial weights w  1.
For the specifics of neuron communication; Poisson neuron spikes add 0.01 to
the excitatory input of the post-synaptic neuron. Excitatory neuron spikes
add the synapse weight to the excitatory input of the post-synaptic neuron,
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inhibitory neurons spikes subtract the synapse weight to the inhibitory input
of the post-synaptic neuron. Each set of inputs is fed to the system for 100
milliseconds before the readout layer reads the state of the network. The
readout layer is a single perceptron connected to all neurons in the liquid,
where the inputs are the weighted timings of spike inputs, this is a temporal
encoding representation rather than the firing rate encoding that is used in
previous works [113, 18].
The topological structure of the liquid model, or more specifically the topology of the spiking neural network, was a decision based off needing to isolate
issues caused by poor parameter selection. Recursive elements were removed
to reduce issues with isolating network saturation, and this was also beneficial to these classification problems, as they are not temporally relevant
and therefore would not need recursive elements to keep temporally specific
information in the network. The layered structure that we use is based on
the column approach in [18, 70, 113] with simplification due to the spatial
positioning of neurons not being relevant or necessary. This layered approach
also makes it easy to visualise how the liquid might function, where more active input signals penetrate deeper into the network layers, while less active
inputs only present on the first few layers. For fulfilment of our simplicity
requirement, this is an arbitrary liquid structure that we brought through
from our early design and experimentation phases.

4.2

Experiment: AND and XOR

We show the inherent linear and non-linear power of the spiking neural network by solving classical two input Boolean problems, these problems are
not necessarily a biologically relevant task but allows us to guarantee that
the non-linear power comes from the liquid and not the readout layer. We
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have chosen to solve both the AND and XOR problems for our initial experiments.
The AND problem consists of mapping two binary inputs to one binary
output: {0, 0} → 0; {0, 1} → 0; {1, 0} → 0; {1, 1} → 1.
The XOR problem consists of mapping two binary inputs to one binary
output: {0, 0} → 0; {0, 1} → 1; {1, 0} → 1; {1, 1} → 0.
We transform the binary inputs into spiking equivalents by mapping 0 to a
1000Hz firing rate and 1 to a 2000Hz firing rate, for the associated input group
of Poisson neurons. This setup is different from other approaches such as [37]
where the lack of spiking represents the input of 0, so in our representation
inputs must be separated as well as cancelled when both inputs are the
same for both situations. The output of the perceptron was rounded to the
closest integer and was then direct mapped to the expected output of the
problem.
The training set was 120 of arbitrarily arranged examples, while our test set
was 500 arbitrarily arranged examples. The arbitrary arrangement of many
examples is necessary because of the temporal nature of the liquid, and we
need to ensure that the ordering has a minimal effect on results. We ran 100
trials where each training iteration saw 20 training examples before verifying
accuracy against the test set.
The AND problem was solved all 100 times with an accuracy ≥ 99%. To
reach the accuracy threshold 42 sessions required seeing all 120 training examples. 25 sessions only need to see 100 training examples. 16 sessions only
needed to see 80 training examples. 9 sessions only needed to see 60 training
examples. 3 sessions only needed to see 40 training examples. 5 sessions only
needed to see 20 training examples. This problem was not expected to be
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difficult to solve as the perceptron from the readout layer could solve this
without the liquid component. Any examples that were incorrectly classified was due to random statistical noise generated by the Poisson neurons
incorrectly shifting the input in the transformation into a temporal feature
space.
The XOR problem was solved 96 times with an accuracy > 92%. To reach
the accuracy threshold 51 sessions required seeing all 120 training examples.
9 sessions only need to see 100 training examples. 12 sessions only needed to
see 80 training examples. 7 sessions only needed to see 60 training examples.
13 sessions only needed to see 40 training examples. 4 sessions only needed
to see 20 training examples. The results that finished early naturally tended
to have a high accuracy  92%, while those that did not meet the threshold
had an accuracy > 70%. This problem could not be solved by the readout
alone and requires the liquid to separate classes.

4.3

Observations and Thoughts

From our observations of our simulations, the use of a sophisticated and
computational expensive learning algorithm was not required to separate a
classic nonlinearly separable problem. The perceptron which was used as
the readout layer could not solve a nonlinearly separable problem itself by
using back-propagation. The perceptron translated the state of the liquid or
spiking neural network into the desired result. Our experiment had the liquid
act as a form of input processor that allowed for the readout layer to solve
the problem, where no learning was applied, and the only computationally
expensive operations were state updates. From this result, it is possible
to draw a comparison to the brain, where there may theoretically exist a
liquid layer (or many layers). This layer may be some form of standard
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network in the brain that transforms inputs and a single neuron can use
this network to make an intelligent decision, or at least make a contribution
towards one. This pattern could also be recursive in nature on these decisionmaking neurons and so forth.
For these simple classification problems, the Spiking State Machine meets
our simple requirement for a standard environment. We argue that this
is not sufficient evidence. We experimented on two-dimensional hypercube
problems, and we want to extend this into three dimensions to determine the
growth in complexity required by the Spiking State Machine.

4.4

Experiment: Non-linear Hypercube

The previous set of experiments are not representative of more complex nonlinear problems but only showing how a Spiking State Machine can solve
simple non-linear problems. To test the Spiking State Machine with more
complex non-linear problems we scale the dimensions of the XOR problem.
Since the XOR problem is a nonlinear hypercube of two dimensions, we scale
to a non-linear problem mapped to the vertices of a three-dimensional hypercube.
If a hypercube has n dimensions and position of any vertex for each dimension
could either be 0 or 1. Data points can be generated in clusters around
each vertex sharing the same classification as that vertex. For nonlinearity,
the sum of all components of the position vector of a vertex determines its
classification. If the total is even, then the point belongs to the positive
class. Otherwise, it belongs to the negative class. A vertex connects to other
vertices by the edges of the hypercube, this guarantees no vertex neighbours
a vertex of the same class.
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Figure 4.3: The diagram here describes a depicts liquid that can solve the 3
dimensional nonlinear hypercube.

For our three-dimensional hypercube we generate clouds around each vertex
to make the problem more difficult. The cloud of each vertex had 50 points,
totalling to 400 points. The points in each cloud were distributed by the
gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 0.1. This ensures that we
are likely to have a slight buffer between each cloud at 0.5 on each axis.
To solve this problem we firstly introduced an 8 layer liquid, similar to the
previous experiments. Each layer of the liquid has 40 neurons, adding to
a total of 320 neurons. We then ran a simulation on a three-dimensional
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hypercube following the same procedure as in our previous experiments. This
three-dimensional hypercube needs at least four hyperplanes for the solution.
We found that this structure of the liquid could not solve this problem and
otherwise learned to either always classify as the true (or false) class. This
poor classification is because we are relying on the liquid to expose some
useful information about the inputs. The liquid which is only of a certain
size with randomly generated connections and weights may be unlikely to
contain a subnetwork that can solve this problem.
A large liquid may be able to solve this problem; such that the probability
of a subnetwork existing in the network that solves the problem is highly
likely. The readout then would learn to use only that subnetwork to make
the classification decision. One such subnetwork can be seen in Figure 4.3,
this designed liquid consists of 8 neurons which detect one of the 8 different
states of input, and inhibitory neurons are required to suppress contributions
from some inputs. In experimentation, this liquid solved the 3 dimensional
nonlinear hypercube problem 192 of the 200 trails with an accuracy of greater
than or equal to 94%.
As the liquid connections and weightings are randomly generated, and we
do not know how arbitrarily large we need to make the liquid. A liquid
that clearly separates the input state space can be obtained by increasing
the liquid size till a solution is found, in the form of a subnetwork. This
counters our sub-goal of simplicity. To avoid growing our liquid towards
this unknown point, we modified our readout to include 8 leaky integrate
and fire neurons that connect to all neurons in the liquid and are attached
to a single perceptron used for classification. These readout leaky integrate
and fire neurons can be considered a special case of the liquid that allows
us to search the liquid to generate neurons that react to one of the input
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state spaces. We call these neurons pseudo-liquid neurons as they can be
used in the liquid simulation updates but are considered part of the readout
layer.
The three-dimensional Hypercube problem was repeated with the pseudoliquid neurons model in the readout layer of a Spiking State Machine. The
liquid layer consisted of 320 leaky integrate and fire neurons, where each
neuron was randomly connected, with an average of two connections, to
other neurons in the liquid. For each neuron group in the input, there was
on average four connections to the liquid component. The problem was
solved 82 times out of 100 with an accuracy greater than equal to 94%. The
accuracy threshold used allows for noise from; the Poisson neurons causing
incorrect input classification, and data points that have a significant distance
from their parent vertex which results in inputs that are ambiguous to what
class they belong. To reach the accuracy threshold 76 trials required seeing
40 training examples to learn the output. 5 trials needed to see 60 training
examples to learn the output. 1 trials needed to see 60 training examples to
learn the output.
We have learned from this that in an arbitrarily large liquid, conditions might
arise that non-linear problems are solvable. Although it is cheaper to create
pseudo-liquid neurons that can find unique input state spaces, such that the
liquid component may be smaller. This then alludes toward the use of spike
timing dependent plasticity or similar methods within the liquid (or even
pseudo-liquid) such that these neurons may arise more naturally. We can
conclude from this that while for simple problems the Spiking State Machine
is a useful environment it does not uphold our sub-goal for simplicity when
given more complex problems. It may be unfeasible to keep growing the
size of the liquid indefinitely or optionally introducing new mechanisms to
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achieve satisfactory results.

4.5

Discussion and Summary

For simple problems, this gives us a standardised experimental framework
where we can switch out the liquid for our models and apply other learning
algorithms. To solve more difficult problems we have offered three solutions;
the liquid may need to be grown, the liquid can be designed per problem, or
the readout layer may be adjusted to include pseudo-liquid neurons. Each of
the given solutions may not be applicable, as it may be unfeasible to grow the
liquid, designing the liquid may not be possible with physical networks, and
the pseudo-layer requires a deeper understanding of the possible input state
spaces. Therefore we cannot say that we have met our simplicity sub-goal
for our standardised experimental framework, but we have learnt that the
range of possible problems extends beyond temporal problems.
The Spiking State Machine offers a way to analyse simple network dynamics,
which may be useful for future research on brain-computer interfaces but requires adaptation to each problem if investigating problem-solving abilities.
We have also argued, and through observation show, that learning algorithms
that require extensive network modifications are not required to solve nonlinear classification problems. This claim requires that a network that solves
the problem be a subnetwork of the liquid of a Spiking State Machine.
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Chapter V

Imperfect Spiking Neural Networks

In this chapter, we propose the imperfect synaptic model and network
doping technique. We apply these to the cart-pole problem through the use
of a Spiking State Machine.
Our understanding of how neurons within the brain communicate to form
intelligence is not complete, though we do know how external factors play
an important contributing factor. We see in [82], that communication within
the brain is affected by the neuroimmune system, while [24] discusses how the
modulation of gut microbiota communicate with the central nervous system
and its affect on brain function and behaviour. These discoveries should
make us consider that intelligence in the brain may not be as simple as just
the dynamics created by spiking neurons.
We want to introduce a novel technique to our liquid of our framework. This
technique addresses the communication of information that is not represented
by spikes. Biologically there is the presence of an event called spontaneous
neurotransmission. This is communication that occurs in the synaptic terminals by chemical or electrical means without apparent causation [114].
We desire a model that provides a way for our networks to have an event
analogous to this biological event.
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5.1

Imperfect Synapses

We propose the imperfect synaptic model, that is based on the biological
event of spontaneous neurotransmission. Our theoretical model addresses
that some element in the biological system, such as a synapse or cerebral
fluid, would allow for some minor current to flow between neighbouring neurons. The standard synaptic model assumes that a synapse is a perfect
electrical insulator, meaning that information is only transferred by spikes.
In biological systems the imperfection of synapses has been addressed with
theoretical models [78] and spontaneous neurotransmission events [6, 114].
We use the control problem of a cart-pole system and compare our model to
the standard synaptic model.
The ontology that we described in section 3.5 is important for describing
these imperfect connections, as the addition of the generalised connection and
message classes allow us to describe this imperfect communication alongside
action potential based communication.
Our design for the imperfect synapse comes from high-level assumptions with
a grounding in electronic systems. Our inspirations for imperfect current is
an electronic component called a diode. Diodes are analogous to the synapse,
and they block electrical current in a particular direction though not without
some leakage.
To evaluate our model, we will perform simulations to assess the affect it has
on problem-solving. We apply this to control systems as temporal problems
are a natural problem for Spiking State Machines, or more specifically Liquid
State Machines. A benefit of using control problems is there is immediate
changes within the system from the actions taken. Therefore for different
system states, we may see actions taken that result in states that other
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agent models may not reach or solve. The cart-pole problem is a classical
control problem that involves applying force to a cart to balance a pole.
This is a problem that is relatable to the human experience where one might
balance a pen, broom or some other pole-esque object when bored [99]. Our
innate human intuition of physics [96] allows us to analyse and understand
the physical reactions occurring within the cart-pole system.

5.2

Mathematical Model

Most synaptic models assume that synapses are perfectly insulated when
there is not a presence of a spike. Our proposed model addresses that the
potential difference between two neurons would allow some current to flow
by some imperfectness factor. This imperfectness would act similar to the
second law of thermodynamics that states that the entropy of any isolated
system always increases. Therefore the system would reach an approximate
equilibrium state should a constant input be applied, where the imperfect
connections ensure this property. The imperfect synapse also suits the requirements of our Spiking State Machine, as inputs are encouraged by the
equilibrium state to fade and thus only significant bits are transferred.
Our proposed model has the benefit of transferring information between neurons without waiting for spikes, but the signal does not have a significant effect on the state of the receiving neurons. Although there are small changes
in current made by imperfect synapses, it can influence the spiking potential
of neurons overtime. The imperfect connection also imposes an implicit selfreferential relationship where the state of the neuron itself implies something
about the received input.
Formally we can describe this imperfect effect by considering the neurons i
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and j which are connected by a synapse ij, from i to j with a weight wij .
The imperfect current between i and j is:
δij =

vi − vj
φimperf ect ,
Rtotal

(5.1)

where vj is the membrane potential of neuron j.
The total resistance Rtotal of the neurons and connection can be modelled as
1/wij for that connection, and φimperf ect is the imperfectness factor, resulting
in the equation:
δij = (vi − vj )wij φimperf ect .

(5.2)

This thesis considers networks without any spatial dimensionality. Therefore
networks with spatially located neurons, the equations would have to be
adapted to consider distances between neurons and the medium between
them, introducing more parameters.
For each propagation cycle, the algorithm for imperfect synapse updates
follows below:
1. For the current neuron j whose membrane potential vj changed.
2. For each pre-synaptic synapse from neuron i:
(a) Find δij = φimperf ect wij (vi − vj ).
3. For each post-synaptic synapse to neuron k:
(a) Find δjk = φimperf ect wjk (vj − vk ).
4. Finally the total imperfect current to neuron j is
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P

i δij

−

P

k δjk .

5.3

Explanation

The proposed imperfect synaptic model would biologically act like ions outside of the membrane being attracted to neighbouring neurons, inciting dynamics such as spontaneous neurotransmission due to the increased potential
in the ion gradient. We see in Figure 5.1 the effect of imperfect synapse,
where the blue lines show how current is propagated through the network
from changes in membrane potential causing the third neuron to spike, and
red lines showing the reaction on the standard model. The evolution of events
in Figure 5.1 is as follows. At time t neuron A has a membrane potential
just below the threshold potential due to a previous spike event, neuron B
has a membrane potential less than A but greater than C, and neuron C is
at resting potential. At time t + 1 neuron B receives some current causing
an increase in membrane potential, while neuron C receives some spike from
the network as well as imperfect current from neuron B. Finally, at time
t + 2 neuron C reaches its threshold potential due to both past stimulation
events and imperfect current, without this model it may have taken longer
to reach the threshold potential.

This model is bidirectional meaning that in the situation that neuron B has
a larger membrane potential than neuron A, current will flow from B to A.
This model does not cover all types of spontaneous neurotransmission, as in
general neurons still need to receive some form of stimulation to reach the
threshold potential, due to this symmetry of the imperfect synaptic model.
We would expect that this feature would in general make reaching the membrane potential more difficult, as membrane potential is now also lost due to
this imperfect current.
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Figure 5.1: Showing the propagation of information via Imperfect Synapses.

5.4

Doping Networks

We also propose a method called doping, which replaces some synapses within
a network with imperfect synapses with random imperfectness factors. In
electrical systems doping is the act of purposely adding impurities to inert
materials to produce electronic properties without causing electronic disorder. Doping in superconductors adds impurities to alter the charge of the
system essentially adding excess electrons or removing electrons via ions.
Here doping adds imperfect connections allowing for neurons within the network to inhibit or excite the membrane potential of neighbouring neurons
without spiking.
The technique is applied after network creation, given some synapse threshold probability p and some bounds on the imperfectness factor, implow and
imphigh the algorithm follows:
• For each synapse s in the network:
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Figure 5.2: The cart-pole problem.

– Calculate the probability of being an imperfect synapse.
– If the probability is greater than p, then replace the synapse with
an imperfect synapse with a random imperfectness factor between
implow and imphigh .

5.5

Cart Pole

The cart-pole problem is a classical motor control task [4]. The problem
consists of an agent trying to balance a vertical pole attached to a moving
cart by applying a horizontal force to the cart. The cart is restricted to a
small surface, the aim being to balance the pole on as close to the centre as
possible.
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The following equations represent the dynamics of the cart-pole system:
ẍ =

F − mp l(θ̈ cos θ − θ̇2 sin θ)
,
mc + mp

˙ 2 sin θ) cos θ
g sin θ(mc + mp ) − (F + ms lθ)
θ̈ =
,
4
2θ
l(m
+
m
)
−
m
l
cos
c
p
p
3

(5.3)

(5.4)

Where x is the cart position, θ is the pole angle from the perpendicular plane
to the cart, F is the force applied to the cart, l is the half-length of the pole,
mc is the mass of the cart, mp is the mass of the pole, g is gravity which is
9.81m/s2 (for Earth-like conditions).
In each tick of the simulation the Runge-Kutta method was used to approximate the ordinary differential equations of the system. Where each tick
interval is 20ms and the forces applied to the cart could either be a left push
or right push.
The cart-pole system can been seen as Markovian problem, with velocity
information supplied to the agent, or non-Markovian problem, where only
the cart position and angle of the pole is provided to the agent. The nonMarkovian is considered the most difficult of the two, due to requiring the
state of the system having to be inferred by the agent, specifically the velocity
information. This requires that the agent has some memory which it can use
to judge the velocity of the pole and cart from past inputs.
The problem can also be extended by adding additional poles of various
lengths that are independent of each other. All poles need to be balanced
and can both be Markovian or non-Markovian. This is considered a difficult
problem and has been solved a few times, such as in [45, 104] which involve
techniques not related to spiking neural networks.
The reward function we used, rewards the agent while the cart-pole system
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is still within the system constraints:

 1 , for |θ| < 12 degrees and |x| < 2.4
r(t) =
 0 , otherwise

(5.5)

For all cases of the cart-pole problem the fitness of an agent F can be described by the equation derived from [45]:

n
F=
N



µ|x|
1−
Cx

Y

P 
µ|θp |
1−
,
Cθ
p=1

(5.6)

where n is the number of ticks until a failure or success state, N is the total
number of required ticks, P is the number of poles, µ|x| is the mean position,
µ|θp | is the mean angle for pole p, Cx is a scalar for successful positional values,
and Cθ is a scalar for successful pole angles. An agent’s fitness is greater for
having the cart near the centre of the platform and the pole that is almost
vertical for the entire simulation length. We modify this to better represent
our reward function, where a balanced pole being the optimal condition the
location of the cart being unimportant. The location of the cart is only
important such that the cart does not come off the platform. The fitness
function becomes:

P 
µ|θp |
n Y
F=
1−
.
N p=1
Cθ

(5.7)

In all the experiments in this chapter we consider the cart-pole problem being
solved when an agent has an average total reward greater than 197 over 100
trails. Where the maximum total reward for a trial is 200 which is the same
as the number of required ticks. These requirements are the same as the
standard proposed by the OpenAI gym [15].
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Figure 5.3: A plot of the fitness function of a Q-Learner solving the cart-pole
problem via reinforcement learning.

5.6

Experiment: Q-Learning

Following previous implementations from literature [85] we used Q-learning
with bins to solve the Markovian cart-pole problem, where equation 5.5 provides the reinforcement signal. On average the system took 528 trials to learn
the solution to the cart-pole system. Where the Q-learner had three bins for
the position, cart velocity, pole velocity, and six bins for pole angle. We see
in Figure 5.3 the slow convergence rate of the Q-Learner.

We did not use Q-Learning for the non-Markovian equivalent, as Q-Learning
can be used to find optimal action selection policy for any finite Markov
decision process.
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Figure 5.4: A plot of the fitness function of a perceptron for the cart-pole
problem in a student-teacher system.

5.7

Experiment: Perceptrons

We use a perceptron to evaulate whether the readout of the Spiking State
Machine can solve the cart-pole problem. We want to be able to analyse that
the liquid found the solution, rather than the perceptron innately providing
the solution.
Using a single perceptron and Q-Learning and a technique we call a studentteacher system. Where the student makes the action decision based upon
the environment, and the teacher reinforces the student by providing an
approximate error that leads the student towards the desired model. This is
similar to actor-critic learning, but rather than reinforcement from the critic
which suggests to the actor to repeat actions, the teacher provides more
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information to the student in the form of error. The downside to this way of
learning is that it requires a teacher that models the desired solution, which
may not be possible. For our experiments, the perceptron used gradient
descent on the error generated from the teacher for learning.
We attempted to solve the Markovian cart-pole problem, meaning the perceptron had access to the velocity information of the system. We found that
the perceptron could balance the cart-pole system, while there was some
error shown by the teacher. When the student-teacher system met our requirements for a solution to the cart-pole problem we removed the teacher
and repeated the experiment with the learnt weights. We found that the
perceptron could occasionally balance the system under certain initial conditions. Therefore in our following experiments we want to detach the teacher
after a possible solution is found, and try to solve the cart-pole problem for
a longer period of time. This will ensure that the dynamics are those of the
liquid, if the agent can solve the problem without a teacher.
We then attempted the non-Markovian cart-pole problem, meaning velocity
information was not provided to the agent. The perceptron averaged 9 ticks
or 0.18 seconds of simulated time. For both problems, due to the symmetry,
all inputs also had a negative input partner, this increased the amount of
time a perceptron could maintain a balanced pole. The perceptron also had
a connection to itself thereby always knowing what was the last action taken.
When providing more knowledge of previous actions, there was a degradation
in performance.
In our experiments, we have seen that under current conditions that a single
perceptron cannot solve the Markovian and non-Markovian cart-pole problem. We see in Figure 5.4 a comparison of the fitness of a perceptron with
a teacher (blue) and without a teacher (red and dotted) for the Markovian
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Figure 5.5: The liquid of the Spiking State Machine here is a random graph
of probabilistically connected neurons.

cart-pole problem. We also found that for situations where the perceptron
may learn a range of actions for the non-Markovian problem, the agent discovered that no action caused the pole to fall the slowest, thereby gaining
the largest possible reward.

5.8

Experiment: Imperfect Synapse Comparison

We use a Spiking State Machine as the student of our student-teacher learning
experiment to test our proposed model. Our liquid for our experiments is a
randomly connected graph of 120 neurons, where each neuron has an average
of four connections. This random structure which includes cycles allows for
the state of the system to remain within the liquid. The inputs are the same
as in section 5.7 except they are transformed using into spike trains using
Poisson neurons. The readout is the same perceptron model and learning
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Figure 5.6: A comparison of the fitness function for agents with standard
synapses and imperfect synapses, while trying to solve the cart-pole system.
The last thirty trials are without a teacher.

from section 5.7. We see this structure more clearly in Figure 5.5.
We see in Figure 5.6 a comparison of the fitness of agents with and without
imperfect synapses for the Markovian cart-pole problem. In the last 30 trails,
the agent does not recieve error correction from the teacher, and requires the
agent to balance the cart-pole system for at least 400 ticks of simulated time.
The agent with imperfect synapses had an imperfectness factor of 0.05. We
saw there is not much difference in the fitness in either model, and they both
solved the problem and balanced the pole with and without the teacher, for
all 100 repeats of the experiment. The imperfect synapses would occasionally
score low on the fitness function though still successfully balanced the pole,
meaning that the pole was balanced at large oscillatory angles, failing to
address the growth in the acceleration of the system. The agent with the
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Figure 5.7: A comparison of the fitness function for agents with standard
synapses and imperfect synapses, while trying to solve the cart-pole system
under external action. The last thirty trials are without a teacher.

imperfect synapses had a fitness function that was on average lower than the
average fitness of the agent with the standard synaptic model.
In the Non-Markovian experiment, the design of our current liquid did not
introduce enough memory for either agent to sufficiently solve the cart-pole
problem. There was no significant difference between the balancing time of
the two agents, both having an average time balanced of roughly 98 ticks of
simulated time. To solve this problem, another liquid may be required. We
also conclude that because the action decision is made by the perceptron,
the liquid may not necessarily know what actions were performed.
We then tested both agents by applying a strong action on the cart-pole
system while they were balancing the pole, making the problem considerably
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more difficult as the agent has to balance the pole and stop the cart falling
off the edge of the platform.
This force was applied for 5 ticks at a random interval between 50 ticks to
150 ticks of elapsed simulation. We performed this experiment to evaluate if
there was any benefit for the increased information transferal of the imperfect synapses. We hypothesised that the imperfect synapses would recover
from the external action more quickly without failure, or at least with less
failure.
We can see that in Figure 5.7 that this problem was considerably harder
to balance. We found that, on average, the agent with standard synapses
could balance the cart-pole system for 175 ticks of simulated time. While
the agent with imperfect synapses could only balance for 162 ticks of simulated time, on average. We found that the agent with the imperfect synaptic
model did respond more quickly to the action, although as we saw in the
previous experiment, the favour of large oscillatory actions resulted in lesser
performance and ultimately failure. The agent with standard synapses did
not respond as quickly to external forces but was able to balance the system
for longer. After 1000 trials, for all 20 repeats of the experiment, the agents
did not meet our requirement for a solution to the cart-pole problem.

5.9

Experiment: Doping Networks

While the imperfect synaptic model did solve the cart-pole problem, its fitness was poor in comparison to the agent with standard synapses. Although
the imperfect synaptic model had an increase in response time due to external forces when compared to the network with standard synapses. We posed
that it is possible to have the benefits of the imperfect synapses without the
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Figure 5.8: The fitness function for an agent doped with imperfect synapses,
for both the cart-pole probem with and without external forces.

reduced fitness function. We propose a method called doping, which replaces
some synapses within a network with imperfect synapses with random imperfectness factors. We repeated the above experiments where a synapse has a
50% probability of being an imperfect synapse, and where the imperfectness
factor was a uniform random number between 0 and 0.1.
We can see in Figure 5.8 that the doped agent was able to solve the standard
cart-pole problem, where the average fitness was closer but not the same as
the agent with standard synapses. We discovered that, on average, the agent
learnt to solve the cart-pole problem in half the time compared to the other
agents. We suspect this is due to imperfect synapses reducing the spiking
potential of some neurons closer to the input layer while causing neurons
further in the liquid to spike more often, increasing the separation potential.
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We also saw that the doped agent was not able to successfully balance the
cart-pole problem under external forces, having an average time of 178 ticks
before failure.

5.10

Discussion and Summary

We proposed the imperfect synaptic model that represents the flow of ions
based on differences in membrane potential allowing for spontaneous neurotransmission. We see that the imperfect synapses have a lower fitness function as compared to the standard model in the control problem of balancing
a pole on a cart, and on its own did not offer any benefit over standard
synaptic models. We discovered that by doping a network with imperfect
synapses the cart-pole system learnt to solve the problem significantly faster.
We suspect this is due to the imperfect synapses increasing the separation
potential. This is likely by reducing the spiking potential of some neurons
closer to the input and increasing the potential of neurons deeper within the
network. This decreases the chance of repeated structures occurring within
the network. Computationally, the imperfect synaptic model requires more
computation per propagation cycle, and at an implementation level a redesign is necessary to allow for the different events a neuron exhibits than
just activation potential.
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Chapter VI
Summary
In this chapter we summarise the works in this thesis, conclude what has
been learnt and state new questions that arose.
6.1

Thesis Summary

We proposed an ontology of three main classes, which were neurons, connections and messages. This ontology offers a distinct separation of the
simulated networks from its biological counterpart, and generalises classes to
encompass a broader range of functionality. Where neurons are still computational units, connections represent any form of relationship of informational connection between neurons where the standard synapse is a subclass,
and messages encapsulate communications such as action potentials and our
proposed imperfect current.
We proposed a standardised modular framework consisting of a Spiking State
Machine. We evaluated the consequences of the design against the nonlinear
exclusive or problem and a nonlinear three-dimensional hypercube due to
their unimportance in biological systems. We determined that for problems
that do not require a complex liquid component, the Spiking State Machine
is useful for the comparison of spiking neural network models. We found
that this liquid component does pose some restrictive consequences on more
challenging problems, as there is a reliance on some subnetwork(s) appearing
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within the liquid, to find a solution. To obtain this subnetwork we proposed
three options: grow the size of the liquid. Design the structure of the liquid.
Finally, adjust the readout layer to include pseudo-liquid neurons. All the
options given have consequences such that; it may be unfeasible to grow the
liquid, designing the liquid may not be possible with physical networks, and
the pseudo-liquid layer requires a deeper understanding of the possible input
state spaces. Designing the liquid offers a better explanation of dynamics
and features of the studied models, but requires a deeper understanding of
how they interact in a network. Therefore we cannot say that we have met
our simplicity sub-goal for our standardised experimental framework, but we
have learnt that the range of possible problems extends beyond temporal
problems.
Using the modular framework, we proposed a novel synaptic model that was
designed upon spontaneous neurotransmission in the brain, called imperfect synapses. This model was designed to create a flow of current between
neurons induced by differences in membrane potential, due to the ion distributions around them. Our proposed model in most situations only modelled
spontaneous neurotransmission events that rely upon previous stimulation,
rather than all forms of spontaneous neurotransmission. We found, by comparing this method to the standard synaptic model, that there was no significant difference when solving the Markovian cart-pole problem. We then
repeated the experiment and applied some external force to the system during simulation such that the agent had to adjust for the force. We found that
the imperfect synapses responded to the external force quicker but were unable to solve the problem. We then proposed a novel technique called doping
that places impurities in the form of imperfect synapses into the network. We
discovered that the doped network learnt to solve the cart-pole problem in
half the number of trials, when compared to the networks with the standard
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synaptic model and networks with only imperfect synapses.

6.1.1

Thesis Contributions

In summary our main contributions in this thesis are:
• A standardised modular framework called the Spiking State Machine.
• The Imperfect Synaptic Model.
• A technique called doping for spiking neural networks.
We analysed the Spiking State Machine as a standard modular framework
for spiking neural network development, by applying it to nonlinear and nontemporal problems. The sub-goal of simplicity of use, where a network does
not have to be explicitly designed was not met. We found with a threedimensional nonlinear hypercube, the design of the liquid component needed
consideration, where we offered three solutions. The imperfect synaptic model
offered new network dynamics, which alone did not seem significant. However, the technique of doping a network, which replaces some synapses with
imperfect synapses, did offer significant results. We present empirical observations that doping a network improves upon other network configurations
by offering faster learning of the cart-pole problem.
This thesis provides a secondary contribution of a Spiking Neural Network
Ontology which grew from our design process and the requirements of our
framework. The ontology expands upon ways of describing communication
and relationships between neurons, and makes a clear separation between
terminology describing biological and artificial networks, while outlining a
practical implementation strategy. This ontology allows for the description
of the communication mechanisms of imperfect synapses in spiking neural
networks.
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6.1.2

Future Work

Some future questions to address are:
• Is it possible to grow artificial brain tissue, with deterministic size and
connectivity? Making Spiking State Machine more feasible for these
liquid models.
• Does spiking timing dependent plasticity improve solutions to the nonlinear hypercube problems, and do we see an effect similar to the
pseudo-liquid neurons? Nullifying the need for other learning methods that defeat the purpose of the Spiking State Machine.
• Is there a way to judge the size of the liquid component based upon
problem complexity, and what types of complexity contribute to liquid
growth?
• What liquid would allow the Spiking State Machine to solve the nonMarkovian cart-pole problem?
• What is the optimal imperfection factor, and does this change with
doping rates? What is the optimal doping strategy, and does the improved learning rate translate to other problems?
• How do imperfect synapses perform in spatially defined networks, and
how does distance impact this? How do imperfect connections without
synapses affect results?
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